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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Answer question no. 1 and any other two questions from the units.

1. Answer in brief (any three) : 12×3

(a) Distinguish between anubhava and smriti. How many kinds of anubhava are there and what are
they? What is the locus of anubhava?

(b) Can nirvikalpaka pratyak a be called pram ? Discuss.

(c) Discuss with examples the difference between sapak a and vipak a.

(d) Explain with reference to the context, the term bhuyodar ana after Anna bhatta.

(e) What is the main distinction between s dh ra a savy bhic ra and viruddha hetv bh sa? Discuss
with examples.

(f) Construct the five membered syllogism of the inference ‘sound is non-eternal as it is a product’.

(g) Explain the significance of the word ‘j nam’ in the definition of sm ti.

(h) Explain the view of Anna bha a that gau  should not be taken as v itti distinct from lak a .

Unit - 1

2. (a) In what manner the definition of ayath rtha anubhava is presented?

(b) How and on what grounds this definition is amended in D pik ?

(c) How many ayath rtha anubhava-s are there and what are these? 8+6+10+8

3. (a) Explain the lak a a of k ra a after Tarkasa graha.

(b) Why and how is the lak a a of k ra a revised in D pik ?

(c) Which kind of k ra a is possible of an effect which is a negative entity?

(d) Determine what kind of k ra a is exemplified in each of the following cases :

(i) The earth as the cause of its rotation

(ii) The visual sense organ as the cause of visual perception

(iii) tma-mono-sa yoga as the cause of anumiti. 10+8+8+6

Unit - 2

4. (a) Explain the lak a a of pratyak a as given in Tarkasa graha.

(b) What is the kara a of pratyak a pram  according to Anna bha a? Which explanation of kara a
is followed in this case?

(c) Apply the lak a a of pratyak a to abh va pratyak a. 12+12+8
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5. (a) Discuss with suitable examples different kinds of laukika sannikar a as discussed in Tarkasa graha.

(b) Determine the sannikar a in each of the following cases of perception :

(i) The sound of horn of a motor car.

(ii) Tactual perception of coldness of ice.

(iii) Perception of the absence of pain in the self.

(iv) Perception of fragrance of a rose. 24+8

Unit - 3

6. (a) What is the difference between par mar a and vy pt ?

(b) Why does Anna bha a consider par mar a to be an indispensible part of inference?

(c) Formulate the pak adharmat , vy pti and par mar a of the following inference :

“ghata anitya s vayabatv t”. 8+18+6

7. (a) What is li ga?

(b) Explain after Anna bha a, the distinction between keval nvay  linga and kevalavyat rek  linga.

(c) Discuss after Anna bha a the questions which have been raised in D pik  with regard to the
nature of the s dhya itarbheda. 8+12+12

8. Point out the pak a, s dhya and hetu in each of the following cases of anumit  and explain why the
hetu is defective : 8×4

(a) The dyad is eternal because it has a cause.

(b) Fire is cold because it is a substance

(c) All entities are non-eternal because all entities are the objects of knowledge.

(d) The hill is smoky because it has fire in it.

Unit - 4

9. (a) ‘All cognitions are valid’– which system advocates this view? How does this system explain illusion
according to this view?

(b) How does Anna bha a refute this view? (2+14)+16

10. (a) What is the difference between akti and lak a ? Explain with examples.

(b) Explain different kinds of lak a  with suitable examples. 8+24

11. (a) What is arth patti? Why do the Mim sakas admit arth patti as a separate pram a? Explain.

(b) How does Anna bha a criticise this view? (12+8)+12


